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《中国水印木刻的观念与技术》
The Conception and Techniques of Chinese 
Waterprint Woodcut
Author：Chen Qi
ISBN：978-7-5146-1733-7

The Conc ep t i on  and  Te chn ique s  o f  Ch ine s e  Wate rp r in t 
Woodcut  i s  an academic,  professional ,  intel lectual  and 
practical monograph on the history of printmaking and the 
technology of woodblock waterprint. It can be regarded as 
an encyclopedia of Chinese woodblock waterprint. The book 
consists of nine chapters from an introduction to woodblock 
waterprint  to a history of ancient  and modern Chinese 
waterprint, providing a theoretical definition and summary 
of  Chinese woodblock waterprint ,  a long with detai led 
descriptions and nearly a thousand clear pictures that show 
mounting, display, collection and even means and methods of 
storing the printing plate and printing paper. The book is not 
only a guide for woodblock waterprint beginners but also a 
reference for peer artists.  

《上海名物》
Sketches of Classic Shanghai
Author：Zou Jiatong ,Tian Zhenkun
ISBN：978-7-5146-1776-4

This book fuses traditions and trends. Through 100 hand-
drawn pictures and 100 pieces of poetic prose, it shows to readers 
Shanghai's 100 most stylish tourist destinations that perfectly 
combine traditional cultural landmarks and modern lifestyles 
favored by the Chinese youth today. 

Opening this book, you'll learn about the most popular places 
where today's Shanghai youngsters read, drink tea and coffee, go 
to a concert, date, kill time, enjoy art exhibitions, or do shopping... 
Your curiosity and appetite for Shanghai and its culture will be 
satisfied.

Contact:  Liu Xiaoxue
Email: snowlxx@163.com

海豚出版社
Dolphin Books　　

“沈石溪动物小说双语系列”
Bilingual Version of Animal Novels by Shen 
Shixi
Author：Shen Shixi

ISBN: 978-7-5110-5736-6,etc.

Bilingual Version of Animal Novels by Shen Shixi is a series 
of children's literature eulogizing the philosophy of life. 
The animal's world is just like the human world. With the 
writer's imagination, the love and hate, sorrows and joys 
and separations and unions in the animal world all reflect 
the human nature. The English version is controlled and 
finalized by a native English speaker, and the reading must 
be enjoyable.

“中国儿童文学走向世界精品书系（精选五本）”
Best Chinese Children's Literature （five selected 
titles）
Author： Sun Jianjiang, Zhou Rui, etc.
ISBN: 978-7-5110-4736-6,etc.

　　
This series includes representative works of famous Chinese 

children's literature writers, which truly reflects the living 
conditions of modern Chinese children. In these works every child 
will find his/her own story. They may learn from the stories how 
to face difficulties, how to hold on to their dreams, and how to live 
a better life. The series has been introduced to many countries and  
well-received by little readers there.

 Contact: Rebecca Shi
Email: shiye@dolphinbooks.cn
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朝华出版社
Blossom Press

《敦煌》	
Dunhuang	
Author：Chai  Jianhong, Liu jinbao 
ISBN：978-7-5054-4298-6

With 91 precious historical photos and beautiful HD mural paintings as 
well as a list of institutions, and with the collection of Dunhuang literature 
provided by the Dunhuang Resource Center of the National Library of China, 
the book offers an authoritative interpretation of the city's over 1650 years of 
history, the building of the Mogao Caves, the discovery of the Library Cave 
and the loss of its treasures, and the murals and colored sculptures in the 
grottos of Dunhuang. It is concisely informative and considerately practical 
with artistic originality.

《小米的四时奇遇》
A Four Seasons' Adventure of a Girl Called Xiao mi
Author：XuShuang、XiaoLei

ISBN：978-7-5054-4509-3  

This series tells 12 adventure stories of the girl called Xiao'mi in a 
whole year. These adventures pass through history and modernity, city and 
countryside, combining traditional culture, festival and custom, local customs, 
folk stories, myths and legends, and natural consciousness and showing the 
cultural inheritance of the new generation of children. Each book is followed 
by a separate four season encyclopedia, which introduces traditional culture 
and natural history. 

Contact: Jiao Yanan
Email: j-yn@163.com
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《“一带一路”：合作共赢的中国方案》
"The Belt and Road": A China's Proposal of Win-win 
Cooperation
Author ： Zou Lei
ISBN：978-7-208-13721-9

As an initiative for China's opening up and foreign cooperation in the current 
and future period, “The Belt and Road” is a public product provided by China 
for Asia and the international community, and a China's proposal to promote 
global connectivity and win-win cooperation. In addition to theoretical discussion, 
the author draws a more three-dimensional picture of "The Belt and Road" 
construction with rich historical materials and case studies.

Contact: Lin Ma
Email: st71maling@126.com

上海文艺出版社
Shanghai Literature & Art Publishing House

《九首诗里的中国》
China in Nine Ancient Poems
Author ：Hu Xiaoming 
ISBN：978-7-5321-7154-5

China in Nine Ancient Poems is one of the Nine Says of China series. The 
purpose of this book is to interpret Chinese culture through Chinese poetry 
and interpret Chinese poetry through Chinese culture. The feature of this book 
is that it expresses the cultural spirit of Chinese poetry for thousands of years 
with the most exquisite and most important works in the history of poetry, as 
well as works that can not be ignored by a Chinese.

Contact: Feng Ling
Email: 3329552185@qq.com
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